Breast cancer detected on an incident (second or subsequent) round of screening MRI: MRI features of false-negative cases.
The purpose of this article is to evaluate the nature of breast cancers detected in the incident round of screening MRI to determine MRI features of early breast cancer. From 2003 to 2012, there were 16 incident breast cancers in 15 patients on screening MRI, including nine cancers that were retrospectively identifiable on the prior MRI (false-negative [FN] cancers at prior screening examination). We evaluated the BI-RADS features of these incident cancers in previous and current MRI scans. Of 16 incident cancers, there were 11 mass lesions (69%), three foci (19%), and two nonmasslike enhancement lesions (13%). Of the nine FN cancers (five foci, two masses, and two nonmasslike enhancement lesions), all showed increases in size on the current examination (median, 80% increase); four lesions showed rapid uptake kinetics on prior examinations, and five lesions showed a change in kinetic pattern from slow to rapid uptake. Among the five foci, one focus was isolated and four foci were in a background of other foci, where two foci could be distinguished for their higher signal intensity. On screening MRI, any lesion that increases in size, has rapid uptake kinetics or a change in kinetic pattern, or is an isolated focus or focus showing more enhancement than other foci should be viewed with a high degree of suspicion, and a biopsy should be considered.